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PRESENTATION
Here is a 

MAGICAL FORMULA to

 ILLUMINATE, SUBLIMATE and to make DANCING a space, an 

architecture, a MUSEUM and its artworks. 
 

A project mixing flashlights, darkness, choreography and dancers (the Museum Super-guides) that 
will make you live a hypnotic experience to discover a museum in a mysterious and intense way. 

Sprinkle it all with technological and digital elements such as : 
 

PROJECTION-VIDEO (VIDEO-MAPPING),
VIRTUAL REALITY, 

INTERACTIVITY, 
LIGHT CALLIGRAPHY, 

 
to obtain a “BOOSTED” FORMULA. 

 

A MAGIC FORMULA THAT MAKES THE INVISIBLE VISIBLE ... 
 

A ballet of shadows and light that will bring your architecture to life. 

A superposition of visual layers for a HALLUCINANT, SYNERGIC 

AND INNOVATIVE experience. 

A revisiting of the PENDULUM IN HYPNOSIS. 

 
“Let’s not forget that we see the real world through a prism ... everyone’s truth depends on his or her 

perception ... it’s the work of art that looks at you, that listens to you ... “Ólafur Eliasson 



OKUS LAB PORTFOLIO 

OKUS PENDULUM : MEDIA VIDEO 

TEASER
OKUS PENDULUM @ MILL MUSEUM

https://vimeo.com/228221856
https://vimeo.com/329774841
https://vimeo.com/369831503
https://vimeo.com/457922749
https://vimeo.com/457922749
https://vimeo.com/366282774
https://youtu.be/uX41hKj9Nio






DESCRIPTION

Imagine a dancer, in the dark, performing a luminous ballet using simple flashlights.

The body starts to move, spontaneously tracing luminous, imaginary shapes in the air...

A poetic decomposition of the body and movement.

A choreographic and visual dive into other states of consciousness.

A skilful mix inspired by Rorschach tasks, kaleidoscopes and psychedelia.

A magic formula called “ OKUS PENDULUM ”.

This project is a revisiting of the pendulum in hypnosis, in luminous and choreographic form.

The word is released: “ HYPNOTIC “. The pendulum in hypnosis is replaced by the light 
spot of a flashlight set in motion by a dancer ... a way of touching the altered states of consciousness 

for an increased awareness of the visitor ...

   

CREATIVE PROCESS

This OKUS PENDULUM project is more of an adaptive and symbiotic creation pro-
cess. It is based on the customised use of elements such as: photography, dance, movement, videog-

raphy (Video-Mapping), interactivity display, virtual reality (VR), ...
This approach is obviously carried out according to the place and the works.



CHOREGRAPHIC SOLO 
OKUS FOKUS CREATIVE METHOD + FLASHLIGHTS

The choreographer/performer, Manu Di Martino, develops for this project a singular choreographic composition stem-

ming from the OKUS FOKUS method that he created. 
The central element of this signature corresponds to the focus of the gaze in the movement: 
the FOCUS. (https://demo.okus.be/okus-fokus/)
Working on a point of focus simply allows us to remove certain inhibitions. 
We find a predominance of arm and hand movements, which can be described as “calligraphic” and poetic. When one 
looks at them, they become a form of active meditation. 
The choreographic composition, which alternates between written and improvised moments, makes this solo adapt-
able to place and time. 
Particular attention is paid to repetition, complexity and speed changes to make the composition as ‘hypnotising’ as 
possible. 
“To begin with, I focused this research work on the focus of the gaze when performing movements. It’s a bit like look-
ing at a pendulum in hypnosis. The reason for this was very simple: I wanted to free myself from my fear and manage 
my stress in front of others’ eyes. Focusing on the hands allows you to cut yourself off from external information, to 
concentrate on one point, to connect with your sensations, to shift your focus and to develop your attention: a way of 
immersing yourself in the movement!  
It is a step that develops the imagination, because by focusing on our hands we can make an imaginary entity appear. 
We will playfully call it a “MAGICAL BALL”. It can take on a multitude of forms / ideas / emotions and sensations / images 
/ textures, can compress or expand infinitely, can be outside the body or enter us and become one with it ... and then 
be able to leave it as we please ... or even fragment ... pulverise ... restructure itself ... anything is possible! So we can 
control this entity. “

Manu Di Martino

 Imagine that this choreographic composition is performed in the dark with the help of simple flash-
lights.

The body starts to move, spontaneously tracing luminous, imaginary shapes in the air...  
A poetic decomposition of the body and movement.

A choreographic and luminous  revisiting of the

PENDULUM IN HYPNOSIS. 
 

https://demo.okus.be/okus-fokus/


SUPER-USER
ADAPTABILITY - MUSEUM EXPERIENCES

This dancer who master the science of movement and the spatialization of a space, with simple flashlights, would he not 
be “super-user” of the museum?

He is capable of moving in space with great mastery, allowing them to reveal places and artworks from an innovative 
angle.



OKUS PENDULUM ELEMENTS
MULTIMEDIA 



THIS PROCESS WILL TAKE SEVERAL FORMS:

DANCE PERFORMANCE AND FLASHLIGHTS
Here is a simple process by which the dancer creates luminous movements with simple flashlights, which allows him 
or her to isolate and highlight parts of the body, space, place but also to interact with the audience.

LIGHT PAINTING - PHOTOGRAPHY
The first stone of the project dates back to 2011 when I asked myself “How do you crystallize a dancer’s movement? “ 
By photographing the movement of the lights with a long pose and being able to visualise the trace of the movements 
and the signature of the dancer.
This concept was then developed according to the architecture of the place. A kind of research around light, movement 
and architecture.

VIDEO DESIGN / VIDEO INSTALLATION /  VIDEO- MAPPING
Based on the photographic concept described above but developed in video form.
Videos of these luminous choreographies will be created in order to multiply and sublimate the movements. A kind of 
recomposition of light, of luminous calligraphy in movement. These ghostly videos will not only be used in the form 
of video installations / video-mapping according to the architecture, but also in the performance mixing dance and 
video-mapping.
These videos also serve to enhance a place, a space, an architecture.

DANCE PERFORMANCE AND FLASHLIGHTS IN INTERACTION WITH THE VIDEO 

INSTALLATION / VIDEO-MAPPING.
All the elements (video-Mapping, “ Light Painting “ photography, dance performance and flashlights) will be associated 
and synchronised in a harmonious way.

INTERACTIVITY / REAL TIME (Undergoing PROTOTYPING)
We have a device in which the choreographic performance, the dancer’s movements and the orientation of the light 
beam will be able to interact in real time with the digital environment in which they are immersed (Video-mapping, 
photography, etc.)

VIRTUAL REALITY / EXTRA-MUROS EXPERIENCE (Undergoing PROTOTYPING)
We will be able to propose a virtual reality experience that will be composed of the artworks of a museum.
A kind of immersive visit of the museum but in which a virtual performer will manipulate the works of art endlessly, 
thanks to the interactive device, to reveal all their facets. This is a virtual and choreographic museum experience.

IMMERSIVE AND INTERACTIVE “USER” EXPERIENCE  (Undergoing PROTOTYPING)
THAT INTEGRATES THE AUDIENCE, THE SPACE AND THE PERFORMERS.
What if the flashlights were held by the visitors who would in turn become actors of this experience?



OKUS LAB AND ITS MUSEUM EXEPRIENCES

OKUS PENDULUM PROJECTS

Within the context of OKUS Lab, we have in the past explored these museum dynamics in various forms:

- DANCE SHOWS, PERFORMANCES AND VIDEO-MAPPING,

- CHOREOGRAPHIC STROLLS IN MUSEUMS,

- VIDEO INSTALLATIONS,

- VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CREATIONS.

Within the context of OKUS PENDULUM, we already have a few projects to our credit.

On this concept mixing darkness, flashlights and the science of movement, we have enhanced the Cristal Discovery 
Musée Val Saint Lambert as well as a glass sculpture by the artist Bernard Tirtiaux present in this place. This highlighting 
and this innovative point of view were realised in a photographic and video format and in the form of a video installation. 
(Cf below)  
We have recently extended this museum dynamic through a first performance combining dance (solo) and projected 
videos, presented at the MUDAM (Museum of Modern Art Luxembourg) in 2019 (see below).
We have created and readapted this solo performance, but this time in connection with the monumental works in stone 
created by the sculptor Idel Ianchelevici, within the MILL MUSEUM.
We have also just won, with OKUS PENDULUM, the first prize of a competition “Museum experience and sensory tour” 
organised by C2L3PLAY in association with the Louvre Lens museum.

WE WERE ABLE TO ACQUIRE A CERTAIN EXPERTISE IN THE USE OF DANCE, 
MOVEMENT AND VISUAL ART WITHIN A MUSEUM AND IN INTERACTION WITH ITS 

PUBLIC.



A video design and installation based on the hypnotic movements of flashlights associated with dance. With videogra-
phies made on the work of Bernard Tirtiaux (cf. OKUS PENDULUM GLASS @ Cristal Discovery Musée Val Saint Lambert).
- A dance solo starting with a walking part interacting with the lights and the audience.
- Then, all the elements will be combined (Video-Mapping, Photography and light choreography), harmoniously syn-
chronised for a hypnotic, abstract visual experience. Extremely flexible in adaptation to the location and architecture.
- This Solo form will also be the prototype of a long version extended to several dancers (cf. OKUS PENDULUM QUATRO 
CORE).
- This project was presented during the Night of the Museums at the MUDAM (Musée d’Art Moderne du Luxembourg).

BEFORE

DARKNESS

SPATIALIZATION / MUSEUM

SOLO DANCE

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

FLASHLIGHTS

PUBLIC / SPATIALIZATION

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

SOLO DANCE PERFORMANCE PART 1
+ PUBLIC INTERACTION / STROLLS /SPATIALIZATION

SOLO DANCE PERFORMANCE PART 2
+ VIDEO-MAPPING INTERACTION

OKUS PENDULUM  - SOLO CORE @ 

THE MUDAM



AFTER

https://vimeo.com/366282774






Videographic and photographic designs used for the presentation of a place, object or other patrimonial elements.
The goal of this project was to create a synergy and to sublimate the place and a glass sculpture by the artist Bernard 
Tirtiaux (at the Musée du verre du Val Saint Lambert, Belgium). 

This video is later used as a video installation presented during various events such as the Night of the Museums at MU-
DAM (Musée d’Art Moderne du Luxembourg).

Videos of luminous choreographies will be created in order to multiply and sublimate the movements. A kind of recom-
position of light, of luminous calligraphy in movement. These ghostly videos will be used in the form of video-mapping 
according to the architecture.

BEFORE

DARKNESS

MUSEUM / SPATIALIZATION 

SOLO DANCE PERFORMANCE

GLASS SCULPTURE

FLASHLIGHTS

PHOTOGRAPHY – LIGHT PAINTING

VIDEO DESIGN

OKUS PENDULUM - HYPNOTIC GLASS @

CRISTAL DISCOVERY MUSEUM

VAL SAINT LAMBERT



AFTER



https://vimeo.com/329774841








We submitted this concept of using flashlights, associated with the movement in the context of the culturathon, in part-
nership with the Louvre Lens Museum. 

This project won 1st prize. OKUS PENDULUM will therefore be developed as a “user experience”. This gives us access to a 
prototyping and a presentation of this experience at the Louvre Lens. 

Project organised by C2L3Play and its partners  : Louvre Lens Vallee, Numediart, Cluster Twist, Transcultures, Le Fresnoy, 
Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France, Leiedal, Design Regio Kortrijk.

https://crossborderlivinglabs.eu/fr/flash-workout-part-1-culturathon/

CULTURATHON

CONTEST

1ST PRIZE

MUSEUM INDUSTRY

PROTOTYPING

OKUS PENDULUM - C2L3PLAY / CULTURATHON 2019

1st PRIZE “Museum experience and sensory path” @

 LOUVRE LENS MUSEUM

https://crossborderlivinglabs.eu/fr/flash-workout-part-1-culturathon/%20


On the basis of a much appreciated first experience, on the occasion of the “Transdemo” event organised on 30 August 
2020 at the MILL by Transcultures vzw Transcultures, Okus Pendulum wishes to invest the ground floor of the museum. 
An opportunity to bring to life the monumental works in stone created by the sculptor Idel Ianchelevici.
The artistic performance (SOLO dance - sculptures - flashlights + VIDEOMAPPING ) mixing a Solo dance/light in interaction 
with the video-mapping on the sculptures.

DARKNESS

SPATIALIZATION / MUSEUM

SOLO DANCE

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

FLASHLIGHTS

 SCULPTURES

TEASER
OKUS PENDULUM @ MILL MUSEUM

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

SOLO DANCE PERFORMANCE PART 1
+ PUBLIC INTERACTION / STROLLS /SPATIALIZATION

SOLO DANCE PERFORMANCE PART 2
+ VIDEO-MAPPING INTERACTION

BEFORE

OKUS PENDULUM @ MILL MUSEUM

https://vimeo.com/457922749
https://vimeo.com/457922749


AFTER



Design and video installation used to showcase a metal container during a contemporary art exhibition “INNERSPACE” 
2019 in Liège.

DARKNESS

METAL CONTAINER

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

FLASHLIGHTS

VIDEO-MAPPING / INSTALLATION

BEFORE

OKUS PENDULUM @

INNERSPACE EXHIBITION

https://vimeo.com/369831503


AFTER



THE ARENA OF SHADOWS  

@ MUSEUM OF WALLOON LIFE 
WEBSITE : http://okus.be/performing/arena

The first two museum projects were the shows called “The Arena Of Shadows” at the Museum of Walloon Life (2014-
2015). They consisted of a stroll by several dancers in the museum spaces and in immersion in a literally astonished 
public. These parts were then accompanied by a dance performance associated with video-mapping on the architecture 
of the place.A MULTIMEDIA performance/installation.

ADAPTIVE and FLEXIBLE, mixing VIDEO-MAPPING, HIPHOP 
DANCE, CONTEMPORARY DANCE, BREAKDANCE, 

PHOTOGRAPHY and LIGHTDESIGN.

This multi-faceted project will allow you to discover, explore and admire a place, a space or an architecture from an inno-
vative angle.
Enter a world of movement, dance, fantasy, in which the digital, scenographic and choreographic arts are mixed together 
in a brilliant blend.
This project is presented under 3 aspects : a stroll, a dance / video mapping performance.
and an installation of paper and light.
This is where we integrated and immersed the audience for the first time in this type of experience / show.

9 DANCERS

MUSEUM / SPATIALIZATION

PUBLIC / SPATIALIZATION

VIDEO-MAPPING / ARCHITECTURAL / BI-DIRECTIONAL

PAPER / SCULPTURE / SPATIALIZATION

9 DANCERS PERFORMANCE - PUBLIC INTERACTION / STROLL / SPATIALIZATION

9 DANCERS PERFORMANCE - INTERACTION WITH PAPER SCENOGRAPHY

9 DANCERS PERFORMANCE - INTERACTION WITH VIDEO MAPPING / ARCHITECTURAL

http://okus.be/performing/arena.html
http://okus.be/performing/arena


ARENA 2014 TEASER

ARENA 2015 TEASER

ARENA 2015 
CHRONOLOGICAL EFFECTS

DEAMBULATION 2014

https://vimeo.com/109364756
https://vimeo.com/148785875
https://vimeo.com/151290625
https://vimeo.com/109743400


BEFORE

AFTER

http://www.okus.be/performing/arena


http://okus.be/performing/arena.html




This file is made with the help of an expert’s report. 
«Accompagnement  Projet  Okus  Pendulum Journée expertise DEVISU-UPHF» par Mei Menassel (*)

USER / MUSEUM EXPERIENCE

SUPER-USERS
“I like those forms of work that don’t come forward as an art work, but open up 

because they are experiences.” Michel Foucault (*)

Now imagine that the holders of the flashlights are the public of a museum who could explore the place in the darkness 
and create a ballet of light themselves. In this way they would become “super-users”.
Strolling through the place with flashlights, be it the audience or the dancers ... but who will light who? who will be the 
artwork? the works, the dancers or the audience itself ... the audience will be able to create the lighting as well as the 
performance ... An implicit game will be set up between the dancers, the users, the works and the place ...
This project is designed to offer museum visitors a special visit. This would take place in the darkness, where everyone 
would be equipped with a flashlight and where the groups would be accompanied by “super-guides”, in this case danc-
ers/performers. (*)
The visitor within the museum will be confronted with objects (artworks, texts, manipulations, etc.) with which he will 
interact, but more generally, he will be confronted with a physical and/or social environment that will impact his visit. 
With OKUS PENDULUM we are going to encourage the visitor’s interaction with his environment (physical and social)2. 
(*)
This process therefore makes the link between the works, the architecture and the public. The experience is not de-
tached from the artworks and the content, but rather focuses on the intense and innovative discovery of a museum’s 
artworks.
This process therefore links the artworks, the architecture and the public. The experience is not detached from the 
artworks and the content, but rather emphasises the intense and innovative discovery of the artworks in a museum.



From our past experiences in museums, we have found that offering a dynamic and playful point of view (darkness and 
flashlights) to the public allows an increased and enhanced visualization of the works and the place.
“During the stroll, all the senses are stimulated. Body space and architectural space resonate and “contaminate” each 
other. The perceiving body and the encompassing body become co-actors of the experience and co-producers of sen-
sations. “Charlotte Lheureux, Danser l’architecture (*)

In this context of OKUS PENDULUM experience, walking becomes super-strolling thanks to the involvement and partici-
pation of “super-guides”.
These experiences will give rise to (video and photographic) traces that can be used to enhance the value of the art-
works and the museum.

The influence of the nocturnal environment on the discovery practices of an exhibition :

●  The night and its fantasy; it is a mental and psychological data.

●  The night is a stimulus that acts on the senses (through perceptions) but also on representations (at the both social 
and mental).

●  The alternation of ‘day/night’ leads to variations, notably through changes in the universe of representations and in 
the way they are presented. perceptions. It can be argued that the visitor experience is strongly influenced by the visi-
tors’ state of mind at the time of the visit and by the context of the visit.

●  During the day visitors will seek information about the artworks while at night they are more interested in their aes-
thetic side. The aim of the night visit seems to be less about providing knowledge and more about emotion and relax-
ation. (*)

A “user” experience based on OKUS PENDULUM would have an impact on a museum visit and would provide added 
value on these points:

This file is made with the help of an expert’s report. 
«Accompagnement  Projet  Okus  Pendulum Journée expertise DEVISU-UPHF» par Mei Menassel (*)

- DIFFERENCE IN PERCEPTION

- DIFFERENCE IN VISION OF THE WORKS

- DIFFERENCE IN FEELING

- DIFFERENCE IN ATMOSPHERE

- DIFFERENCE IN STATE OF MIND

- DIFFERENCE IN RHYTHM

- PERSONAL AGENDA DIFFERENCE

- DIFFERENCE IN AUDIENCE. (*)



TEAM 

MANU DI MARTINO : DESIGNER / ARTIST
As a former genetic researcher converted to dance and multidisciplinary arts, I have always created intuitively and sponta-
neously, inspired by patterns of thought acquired during years of research in genetics and molecular biology. I have been 
immersed in DNA mutations, the Krebs cycle, complex molecular mechanisms and symbiosis. I have also been immersed in 
urban culture and dance, skateboarding, martial arts, abstraction, optical art and fantasy cinema.
What has always interested me is not telling a story, but creating visual and hybrid concepts. Let the audience tell me what 
they perceive.

So I created OKUS LAB as an entity within which I could develop my visual experiences around movement and light.
I had the chance to hold a TEDx conference recently to present OKUS LAB.
Following this introspection, which is necessary to be able to explain this journey, I became aware that all my projects and 
my creative approach revolved around a desire to “hypnotise and be hypnotised” by using hybridisation and systematically 
seeking visual synergies.
I wanted to produce changes in states of consciousness, to modify the perception of time and space and to create new 
sensations that last after the experience.
This process began with an artistic shock, during which I found myself completely hypnotised by the vision of a choreogra-
phy in which only the arms moved and the feet were fixed to the floor. I understood that the constraint made me creative . I 
also understood that one could be plunged into another state of consciousness just by watching sequences of movements, 
but also by practicing them oneself.

This project “ OKUS PENDULUM “ is the crystallisation and evolution of a creative, spontaneous and instinctive process. It 
obsessively associates the art of movement, light and the spatialization of a place.
I then exchanged ideas on the subject with two specialists, which reinforced my approach to raising awareness and explor-
ing the altered states of consciousness in creative processes.

*I first met Eric Caulier, doctor in anthropology and expert in Taiiquan, whom I already knew by reputation from my martial 
arts practice. The latter was able to help me deepen this reflection on movement, states of consciousness, imagination and 
the point of focus in movement.
*I also had the chance to exchange with Professor Marie-Elisabeth Faymonville, a specialist in hypnosis, about my creative 
process and this “hypnotic” approach. She explained to me that hypnosis is a gift given to everyone and that all I had to do 
was to continue to develop this already well-established process.
She then asked me the question : “ Why are you creating this ? ... ...” I found it difficult to answer ... She then answered “I 
don’t believe in ego motivation...”. There’s something else behind it” ... It was only after a few seconds of reflection that I 
understood. 
What motivates me deeply is to know myself, to be able to broaden my perception of things, my environment and the possi-
bilities ... to propose this path and this initiatory quest to others.
But beyond that, what interests me is the unconscious, intuitive and instinctive communication between artists and the 
public. Between people through innovative visual experiences.



JEAN FRANÇOIS NIVART  : EXPERT IN IMAGE TECHNOLOGY

Jean-Francois Nivart has an MBA from the Louvain School of Management, in Belgium (2007) and a degree in Electrical 
Engineering from the University of Liege, in Belgium (1990).

Jean-Francois Nivart started his career in industrial vision, where he worked for 10 years before moving into the media 
and entertainment industries. This initial experience gave him an in-depth understanding of the nature of images, a 
wide range of experience in multiple application contexts and a first step into product design and international market-
ing.

From 1999 to 2005, Jean-Francois Nivart developed the digital cinema department of EVS Broadcast Equipment, initial-
ly named EVS Digital Cinema, creating first XDC and then dCinex.
During this time, Jean-Francois Nivart acted as project manager, product designer and CTO. He also actively participated 
to standardization committees in U.S.A (Hollywood), Europe and China.

From 2005 to 2012 Jean-Francois Nivart founded and directed intoPIX, a company specializing in electronic program-
ming for digital cinema, broadcasting and audiovisual industries.
intoPIX provides key components in image compression (JPEG 2000 standard) and data encryption (AES & RSA 
standards). With intoPIX, Jean-Francois Nivart extended his network of customers and partners amongst cinema and 
broadcasting equipment manufacturers, particularly in U.S.A. and Japan.

From 2010 to 2012, Jean-Francois Nivart also developed his skill in monumental projection (image projection onto 
buildings or complex structures).
Monumental projection involves technologies enabling complex 3D environment perception and audiovisual playback 
across multiple projectors and players.

At the beginning of 2012, Jean-Francois Nivart took over one of the product lines of intoPIX to create an independent 
company, Image Matters.
Image Matters designs hardware and software components to provide equipment manufacturers with ready to go 
advanced imaging technologies.

Beside his day-to-day involvement with Image Matters, Jean-Francois Nivart also sits on the board of b71.



PARTNERS

 MUDAM (le Musée d’Art Contemporain à Luxembourg) – MyPixhell – Mefamo Prod  – C2L3PLAY (Interreg) – 
NUMEDIART – Labo De Visu (Université Polytechnique Hauts-de-France) - Cristal Discovery Val Saint Lambert 

Museum – B71 - Louvre lens vallée / le pôle numérique culturel - TRANSCULTURES – MILL Museum 



CONTACT

MANU DI MARTINO
TEL : +32496432936 -

EMAIL : manu.okus.dimartino@gmail.com

WWW.OKUS.BE

TEDx TALK 2018

www.okus.be/press-media/presse-manu-di-martino-okus

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DXEjKbLbOsdU%26
https://youtu.be/XEjKbLbOsdU

